ABSTRACT This paper attempts to accurately recognize the emotional states of shooters and prepare practical adjustment strategies for these athletes. First, an experimental paradigm was designed for emotion induction, which effectively arouses the calmness, sadness, fear, and happiness, four common emotions, of the subjects with emotion-inducing video clips. The electrodermal activities (EDAs) collected under the four emotions were employed to analyze the emotions of the subjects, and six eigenvectors were identified by particle swarm optimization (PSO) to effectively recognize stress emotions. Then, the k-nearest neighbor's algorithm (kNNs) was adopted to calculate the emotions under stress and recognize the stress degree. To improve recognition accuracy, the captured emotions were subjected to baseline removal and PSO feature optimization. Furthermore, an emotional model for the athletes was set up based on the emotional probability space of the Markov chain (MC). This model can accurately simulate the emotional features and emotional states of the subjects. The research results provide a good reference for the objective evaluation of athletes' emotions and the maintenance of stable and proper emotional states of shooters in daily training and competition.
I. INTRODUCTION
Shooting is a test of consistency, mental endurance and focus. In addition to shooting skill, a shooter must maintain a good physiological state, strong metal quality, and acute time perception. Every athlete will experience stress during training and competition. If controlled at a proper level, the stress can keep the nervous system excited and the athlete attentive, making the shooting motion stable and coherent. Otherwise, the nervous system will be too excited to realize concentration, rapid response, or stable control of the muscles. Then, the athlete will have difficult in exerting his/her strength. Therefore, a good mental quality is essential to the training effect and competition results of shooters.
There is a very significant correlation between emotion and stress. Stress can induce a variety of emotions, including excitement, fear and boredom [1] . Emotion, as a mental feeling, is usually displayed through physical expressions,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Sabah Mohammed. such as language, intonation, facial expression, gestures and breath [2] . The emotion and mental state of a person can be accurately reflected by physiological signals, which are the results of the self-regulation of the human body according to the current situation. In fact, these signals are controlled by the autonomic nervous system and the endocrine system, and not affected by the subjective initiative.
In 1995, Picard proposed the concept of affective computing, and defined it as the computation triggered by, related to or affecting emotions [3] . The affective computing mainly relies on various computer-based emotion recognition models. With the aid of these models, the results of affective computing can be applied to learning, sports, health, entertainment, human-computer interaction, and computer intelligence. Currently, affective computing not only involves intuitive information like pronunciation and intonation, facial expression, posture, physiological response, and psychological feelings [4] , but also complex physiological signals [5] , such as heart rate (HR), blood pressure (BP), blood volume pulse (BVP), respiration (RSP), electromyography (EMG), galvanic skin response (GSR) and body temperature. Among them, the GSR is a physiological signal with low cost, high reliability and ease of implementation. Over the years, scholars have conducted various studies on affective computing, especially the emotion analysis based on physiological signals [6∼12]. The GSR, a measure of electrodermal activity (EDA), has been frequently used in these studies.
The emotions can be recognized from physiological signals through feature extraction. Nasoz et al. [7] recognized emotions effectively using the k-nearest neighbors algorithm (kNN), discriminant function analysis (DFA) and Marquardt backpropagation (MBP) algorithm. Kim et al. [13] adopted the support vector machine (SVM) algorithm for emotion recognition. Ekman [14] summed up six basic emotional states: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise. In addition, many researchers have specifically explored stress-related emotions. Reference [15] collects electrocardiogram (ECG) signals noninvasively in the lab environment, extracts ECG features through wavelet transform, and recognizes the emotions of calm state and stress state, considering the heart rate variability. In fact, the heart rate variability is a biomarker to measure the stress level of the subject, whether he/she is driving or doing exercise. The higher the heart rate variability, the greater the stress level. Reference [16] sets up three classifiers based on different physiological signals, and analyzes the recognition results of these classifiers; the analysis shows that the classifier based on the physiological signal related to cardiac activity achieved the highest accuracy; when the three signals were combined into one classifier, the recognition accuracy of stress-related emotions was improved by 5%; the learning vector quantization outperformed the popular SVM algorithm in the recognition of emotions under stress.
To sum up, the existing studies have managed to reflect the emotional changes under a certain stress and the degree of internal psychological stress through recognition of physiological signals, laying a solid basis for objective evaluation of psychological state and assisting people to get out of stringent state. Further experiments have shown that [17] , emotional changes can cause changes in the sympathetic nerves, which in turn affect the autonomic nervous system and endocrine system. The resulting state variation of the sweat glands will ultimately change the EDA. Thus, real-time detection of GSR signals helps to analyze the emotions, and recognize and adjust the stress states of shooters. In this paper, a portable GSR measurement system is introduced to collect the shooter's skin resistance, which is a reliable physiological signal, aiming to identify the emotional state of the shooter in an objective manner and thus enable the training team to develop proper mental adjustment plan for the athlete.
II. METHODOLOGY A. COLLECTION OF EDA DATA
Our experiment uses the a BioNeuro multichannel biofeedback instrument (Thought Technology, Canada) to capture the EDA signals. The instrument has 7 channels and multiple sensors, which respectively collect electroencephalogram, surface myoelectricity, electro-cardio signal, blood volume pulsation, respiration, skin temperature, etc. These signals demonstrate physiological states of brain wave activity, skin conductivity, muscle tension, blood pressure, heart rate, and respiratory rate/amplitude.
Considering that this research only targets the EDA, the subjects were not applied with the sensors of other physiological signals but that of skin conductivity. The EDA was measured on three fingers: the index finger, the middle finger and the ring finger. Before being fixed with the sensors, the three fingers were plastered with medical conductive paste.
B. DESIGN OF EMOTION ELICITATION EXPERIMENT 1) EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS
Emotions are autonomic, and must be awakened by events or things. Hence, some materials should be selected to awaken the emotions of our subjects. If the experiment lasts too long, the subjects may become insensitive to stress, and the data quality will decline. To maintain a good quantity and quality of experimental data, the inducers of emotions should be diversified while controlling the time of each test. In our experiment, the emotions are induced by movie clips and images:
Inspired by Gilet [18] , movie clips were adopted to induce the emotions of the subjects. These clips could lead to obvious emotional changes. Four emotional states were collected, such as happiness, sadness, anger and fear. The correspondence between the clips and the four emotional states is presented in Table 1 below. Each subject was assigned a movie clip by random. Before the experiment, no subject knew which clip he/she was going to watch.
The images used to induce different emotions were extracted from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) [19] , the Center for the Study of Emotion and Attention, University of Florida. The IAPS images are proved as highly confident through valence and arousal evaluations among various subjects. As shown in Table 2 , IAPS images with different valences and arousals were selected to induce varied emotions. The scores of valence and arousal are based on a nine-point scale, with 1 and 9 being the minimum and maximum scores, respectively. VOLUME 7, 2019
2) SUBJECTS
There are ten subjects in our experiments, including 6 males and 4 females. All of them were from the shooting team of a University. Aged 19∼25, the subjects were physically and mentally healthy, normal in vision and hearing, and voluntary to participate in the experiment. None of them had any mental or neurological disease, performed any vigorous exercise 4h before the experiment, or took any drug in the weak preceding the experiment. Before the experiment started, each subject was fully aware of the purpose and process of the experiment, and proved stress-resistant through a stress-resistance questionnaire test. The entire experiment was implemented in strict accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki [20] .
3) EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Physiologically speaking, the sympathetic nerves are affected by both emotional changes and the bodily motions. Therefore, the EDA effect of vigorous activities must be eliminated in our experiment. Before the experiment, each subject was asked to sit quietly indoors, express their emotions naturally without deliberate suppression, and keep a stable sitting posture. The indoor temperature was controlled at around 20 • C.
The experiment officially began with a 60s-long video clip of instructions, followed by a soothing music to ease the tension of the subjects and ensure their emotional stability. The duration of this phase was set to 15min. Next, emotional excitation was tested with either movie clips or images. After that, the subject was asked to evaluate his/her stress degree against a five-point scale, in which 1 means not stressed and 5 means strongly stressful, and fill out the result on a questionnaire. A 10min relaxation was arranged after the evaluation. Then, the emotional excitation was tested again with the inducer not tested in the previous step. The subject also needs to evaluate his/her stress degree and fill out the questionnaire after the test. Since multiple subjects took part in the experiment simultaneously, the lights in the room were all turned off and the windows were covered by the shade curtain, such that the feature signals could be collected correctly and reliably. Every subject should put on the headset before watching any video clip, aiming to prevent the experimental effect and EDA signals from being affected by the conversation between the subjects. After the end of each clip, a video of beautiful scenery was played, allowing the subjects exit from the extreme emotions. In addition, the subjects were asked to fill out a questionnaire on their actual emotional state, after the EDA signals were collected for each video clip. In this way, the author could perform both subjective and objective evaluations, improving the accuracy and reliability of the experiment.
III. EMOTION RECOGNITION ALGORITHM
The GSR signals collected from the subjects were subjected to preprocessing and feature extraction. In light of the questionnaire filled out by the subjects, the features of the sample data were selected and classified by the particle swarm optimization (PSO)-kNN algorithm, before setting up the stressinduced emotion recognition model.
In the PSO-kNN algorithm, if a particle has a high fitness, then a few features will be selected and the classifier will have a good accuracy. The fitness function of the particle can be defined as:
where RMSE is the root mean square error; E factor is the equilibrium factor; Features are the number of sample feature subsets.
Let v n i and p n+1 i be the velocity and position of the current particle. Then, the velocity and position of the nextgeneration particle v n+1 i and p n+1 i can be respectively calculated by:
The algorithm for feature selection and classification of stress-induced GSR signals is implemented in the following steps:
Step 1: Design each particle as a binary bit string. Each bit corresponds to a feature in the GSR feature set. If the bit is 1, then the corresponding feature belongs to the selected feature subset; if the bit is 0, then the corresponding feature does not belong to the selected feature subset.
Step 2: Initialize the particle swarm, that is, randomly setting the initial velocity v i and initial position of each particle p i .
Step 3: Perform learning and training by the kNN algorithm. Test and record the classification accuracy and the number of selected features. Substitute the position p i of the i-th particle into the fitness function (1) and compute the particle fitness f (p i ).
Step 4: For each particle, determine the best-known position pbest i of the current particle through fitness comparison. Substitute the best-known position to the fitness function to compute the fitness at the best-known position f (pbest i ).Then, compare the fitness f (p i ) with the fitness at the best-known position f (pbest i ). If f (p i ) < f (pbest i ), then replace the optimized fitness in the previous iteration with the current fitness, and replace the particle in the previous iteration with the current particle.
Step 5: Obtain the best-known position of the swarm gbest i by comparing all particles. Substitute the best-known position of the swarm into the fitness function to yield the fitness of the global best-known position f (gbest i ). Then, compare the fitness of individual best-known position f (pbest i ) with the global best-known position f (gbest i ). If f (p i ) < f (gbest i ), then replace the global best-known position of the individual best-known position and save the current state of the particle.
Step 6: Update the velocity and position of each particle in the next generation.
Step 7: Update the inertia factor w;
Step 8: Update the binary bits of each particle;
Step 9: Check the termination condition. If the condition is satisfied, terminate the optimization, and return the best feature subset and classification accuracy; otherwise, continue with the iteration, change the number of iterations to T = T +1, and go to Step 3. The termination condition is satisfied when the optimization reaches the maximum number of iterations T max or the evaluation result is below the preset accuracy. 
IV. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. EDA VARIATION IN RELAXED, STATIC CONDITION
Each subject sat quietly indoors, feeling relaxed, with a stable sitting posture. The EDA thus measured are recorded in Table 2 . The dynamic variation in skin resistance is shown in Figure 1 . Obviously, the skin resistance of the subjects averaged 1∼2M , with no obvious fluctuation like steep drop or steep rise. It can be roughly confirmed that the bodies of the subjects did not sweat heavily due to sports or emotional changes, that is, the subjects were basically calm.
B. EDA VARIATION UNDER EMOTIONAL CHANGES IN STATIC CONDITION
The EDA data under emotional changes in static condition are presented in Table 3 and Figure 2 . It can be seen that the skin resistance changed steeply between 1.5M and 500k , indicating changes in the sweating of sweat glands. Overall, it could be said that the bodies of the subjects sweated differently due to slight emotions changes, which agree with the theoretical results. Besides, the experimental data show no obvious difference between male and female athletes. 
C. EMOTION RECOGNITION RESULTS IN STRESS CONDITION
Through the experiments on different emotions induced in stress condition, a total of 80 GSR sample data were acquired from 10 subjects, as well as 20 GSR sample data in the calm condition. According to the questionnaire filled by the subjects, 83 valid physiological signal samples were selected, including 20 for calmness, 20 for happiness, 18 for sadness, 16 for anger and 12 for fear. To eliminate the individual differences, the sample data for happiness, sadness, anger and fear were respectively subtracted by the physiological data in the calm state, resulting in physiological data samples without baseline data. In this way, 86 sample data were determined for the four emotions. After preprocessing, six features were extracted from the data samples on the different physiological signals. The extracted features include the maximum value, the minimum value, the maximum-minimum difference, the mean value, the variance, and the mean firstorder difference.
The GSR-based recognition algorithm of stress-induced emotions was implemented on the Matlab. The four emotions were recognized separately. Out of the 83 data samples, 60 were taken as the training set and the rest 23 as the test sample. Table 5 shows the accuracy of PSO-kNN algorithm in recognition of happiness, sadness, anger and fear. It can be seen that the four emotions were recognized more accurately after baseline removal than before baseline removal. Then, the pre-and post-baseline removal data samples were separately trained and tested with the PSO-kNN. The results show that the number of optimal subset features and the mean recognition accuracy were 2 and 68. 74±7.85% for the prebaseline removal data samples, while the two indices were 1 and 79.83±5.67% for the post-baseline removal data samples. Thus, the GSR-based recognition is suitable for the four emotions under both conditions (calm state and stress state) and the mean recognition accuracy is higher for post-baseline removal samples than pre-baseline removal ones. In other words, the recognition accuracy of stress-induced emotions can be greatly enhanced by removing the baseline data and eliminate individual differences in physiological signals. The kNN classification, coupled with baseline removal and PSO feature optimization, outperforms the direct kNN recognition by Nasoz et al. [7] in recognition accuracy.
V. DISCUSSION
The Euclidean space model of the emotional entropy theory was adopted to compare the EDA signals collected in our experiment. The emotional entropy is a measure of human emotional stability. The greater the entropy, the fuzzier the trend of emotional change, and the more unstable the emotion. The inverse is also true.
Let m be the number of emotions and n be the number of levels of each emotion. Then, the probability space of these emotions consists of n m emotional states. Assuming that l = n m , then there are l emotional states in that space. Let P i (i = 1, 2, . . . , l) be the probability of occurrence of the i-th state. Then, the emotional entropy E can be defined as:
where, C is a constant. The value of P i and the emotional entropy reach the maximum, when each emotional state in the emotional probability space occurs at the same probability:
E max = −C log p i = Cm log n (6) where, E max is the maximum value (upper bound) of the emotional complexity of the subjects. The distance to the E max is negatively correlated with the diversity of emotions. Next, the dynamic variation of the mean skin resistance under emotional changes were simulated on Matlab (as shown in Figure. 3). The simulation results on skin resistance were consistent with the results of affective computing of the actually collected skin resistance data. This means the EDA signals, which are closely related to emotion, are of great help to the recognition of emotions.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Emotions have an important influence on the competitive state of athletes. Emotional recognition may greatly improve the athlete performance in competitive sports. In this paper, the EDAs collected from subjects are subjected to emotion recognition. Firstly, six eigenvectors were identified by PSO to effectively recognize stress emotions. Then, the kNN was adopted to calculate the emotions under stress and recognize the stress degree. To improve the recognition accuracy, the captured emotions were subjected to baseline removal and PSO feature optimization. Furthermore, an emotional model for the athletes was set up based on the emotional probability space of Markov chain (MC). Simulation experiments show that the results of the proposed method agree well with the actual data. This means the EDA is a reliable physiological index for monitoring athletes' emotional and stress states.
